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Di-photon versus di-hadron correlations in p+A collisions
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Abstract. We study the di-photon correlations in quark-nucleus and proton-nucleus collisions at RHIC and the LHC. We show that the single fragmentation di-photon produces
the away side correlations peak, and the double fragmentation component of prompt diphoton is responsible for the near-side peak, and the long-range in rapidity near-side azimuthal collimation, the so-called "ridge" structure. We show that while di-photon ridge
exists at the LHC in quark-nucleus collisions, the eﬀect disappears in proton-nucleus collisions at the LHC. We show that the di-photon correlation measurments in p+A collisions
can help to discriminate among models and understand the true origin of the observed dihadron ridge in p+A collisions.

1 Introduction
It is believed that prompt photons, do not participate in the final-state interactions and can be considered as a golden channel to probe intrinsic correlations of partons in the hadronic and nuclear
wavefunctions. Moreover, in contrast to gluons (and hadrons) production, prompt photons do not
scatter on the target gluon field, but rather decohere from the projectile wavefunction due to scattering
of the quarks, see Fig. 1. In this sense, the underlying mechanism of di-photon and di-hadron productions are quite diﬀerent and di-photon can provide vital information to address whether it is the initial
or final state eﬀects that play dominant role in formation of the ridge collimation in p+p(A) collisions.
The observation of the so-called ridge phenomenon, namely the long-range in rapidity near-side
(Δφ ≈ 0) di-hadron correlations in high-multiplicity events selection in both proton-proton (p+p)
and proton (duetron)+nucleus collisions at the LHC and RHIC [1], triggered an on-going hot debate
about the underlying dynamics of high-multiplicity events. It is an open question whether the ridge
phenomenon in p+p(A) collisions mainly come from initial-state Color-Glass-Condensate (CGC) [2–
6] or final-state hydrodynamic [7] approaches. Another interesting question is that if the ridge is a
universal phenomenon, for all diﬀerent two-particle productions such as two photons production in
p+p(A) collisions.
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Figure 1. Typical CGC diagrams contributing to the inclusive gluon-quark (left), photon-quark (center) and
prompt di-photon-quark (right) production at leading-order in proton-nucleus collisions.

2 Main formulation: the factorization
The inclusive prompt di-photon production h + A → γ1 + γ2 + X in high-energy dilute-dense scatterings was recently calculated in the CGC approach [8, 9] where in the leading order approximation,
at forward rapidity, a valence quark of the projectile hadron emits two photons with momenta k1 and
k2 via Bremsstrahlung and the produced di-photon+jet is then put on shell by interacting coherently
over the whole longitudinal extent of the target, see Fig. 1. The inclusive di-photon diﬀerential crosssection at leading-log approximation can be written in the following factorization form [8, 9],
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where the function NF (lT , xg ) is the correlator of two light-like fundamental Wilson lines in the background of the color fields of the target, and it encodes the small-x dynamics of the target. The dipole
amplitude NF (lT , xg ) depends on the total transfer transverse momentum to target lT and the fraction
of light-cone momentum of target taken away by the exchange gluons xg . At large Nc the dipole
amplitude is obtained via the Balitsky-Kovchegov evolution equation [10]. The matrix function H
depends on the transverse momenta of produced photons k1T , k2T and the light-cone fractions of momentum of projectile taken away by two photons ζ1 , ζ2 . The matrix functional H is fairly lengthy
and can be found in Ref. [9]. In Eq. (1), fq (xq , μ2I ) denotes the parton distributions function (PDF) in
the projectile hadron which depends on factorization scale μ and the parameter xq defined as the ratio
of the incoming quark to the projectile nucleon energy. The summation over quark and anti-quark
flavor is implicit in Eq. (1). The matrix functional H includes the single and double fragmentation
photon contributions, corresponding to the kinematics where only one emitted photon or both emitted
photons are almost collinear with the outgoing quark. Note that both single and double fragmentation di-photon contributions, as well direct di-photon part are sensitive to the saturation dynamics
via a convolution with the dipole amplitude NF (lT , xg ), see Eq. (1). The lower limit of integral xmin
q
in the factorization Eq. (1) and light-cone variables xg , ζ1 , ζ2 are obtained via the energy-momentum
conservation relations [8, 9].
The azimuthal correlation of the produced di-photon is defined via
 2π
dσ pA→γ(k1 )γ(k2 )X
dσ pA→γ(k1 )γ(k2 )X
[Δφ]/
dΔφ
− CZYAM , (2)
C2 (Δφ, k1T , k2T , η1 , η2 ) = 2
d k1T dηγ1 d2 k2T dηγ2
d2 k1T dηγ1 d2 k2T dηγ2
0
where Δφ denotes the azimuthal angle between the two produced photons in the plane transverse to
the collision axis.
In our hybrid approach for di-photon production [8, 9], the projectile proton is assumed to be in
dilute regime (as one may expect to be so at forward rapidities) and is consequently treated in standard
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Figure 2. Prompt di-photon correlations C2 as a function of angle between two photons Δφ in q+Pb collisions at
√
the LHC ( s = 5.02 TeV) with η1 = 1, η2 = 2 and xq = 0.01 at diﬀerent initial saturation scales (corresponding
to diﬀerent centralities). A schematic contribution of diﬀerent typical CGC diagrams to the double inclusive
prompt photon production at diﬀerent angle is also shown. The plots are taken from [9].

parton model approach, while the target is treated as a CGC object at forward rapidities. Therefore,
we have here only one saturation scale. This is one of main diﬀerences between our approach and
the approach of Ref. [5] where the existence of two saturation scales in the problem (for the projectile
proton and the target) in p+Pb collisions at forward rapidities, is essential in order to find a good fit to
the di-hadron ridge data.

3 Results and Conclusion
In Fig. 2, we show the initial saturation scale dependence of C2 at a fixed xq = 0.01 in q+p(A)
collisions at 5.02 TeV with rapidities of the produced photon η1 = 1 and η2 = 2. The eﬀect of size and
density of the target is simulated by taking diﬀerent initial saturation scale for the running-coupling
BK (rcBK) evolution equation. Namely we use the diﬀerent solutions of the rcBK evolution equation
with diﬀerent initial saturation scales for the target Q20sA = NQ20s and N = 1, 5, 15. We recall that
an initial saturation scale Q0s describes a proton target in minimum-bias electron-proton or protonproton collisions [12], while an initial saturation scale of about 5 ÷ 7Q0s describes a heavy nuclear
target in minimum-bias proton-nucleus collisions [11]. We also compare with the non-saturation
model (labeled by "No Sat" in the plot). It is seen that increasing the saturation scale in the system
increases the near-side correlations leading to near-side collimation, while it decreases away-side
correlation leading to the away-side decorrelation. Note that if momentum transfer from the target is
small enough, the photon collinear to the outgoing quark, and the photon emerging from the initial
photon-quark state have opposite transverse momenta, leading to back-to-back correlation at Δφ = π
due to the single fragmentation di-photon contribution. Now increasing the exchanges to the target by
increasing the saturation scale, unbalances the back-to-back correlations. The double fragmentation
and direct di-photon contributions on the other hand, are restricted to kinematics where the transverse
momentum of the outgoing quark jet is relatively large. By increasing the saturation scale, the main
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Figure 3. Left: The initial-saturation-scale dependence of prompt di-photon correlations C2 in p+p(A) collisions
at the LHC 5.02 TeV. Right: Comparison of C2 at RHIC and the LHC for fixed transverse momenta of di-photon
at k1T = k1T = 1 GeV with η1 = 1 and η2 = 3.5 in minimum-bias p+A collisions. The plots are taken from [9].

contributions of integrand is shifted to higher transverse momentum, leading to the enhancement of
double-fragmentation contributions at the near-side Δφ = 0.
In order to compute the correlations in proton-nucleus collisions, we should convolute the partonic cross-section with the PDFs of quarks and anti-quarks, and perform the integral over xq , see
Eq. (1). Note that the near-side and away-side correlations are enhanced by decreasing xq light-cone
variable. For a large xq , all correlations both at near-side and away-side disappear, albeit this eﬀect
is more pronounced for the near-side correlations [9]. Therefore, a priori, it is not obvious how the
integration over xq will aﬀect the di-photon correlations in p+A collisions. In Fig. 3, we show the
initial-saturation-scale dependence of prompt di-photon correlations defined via C2 in p+p(A) collisions at 5.02 TeV and η1 = 1, η2 = 3 with fixed transverse momenta of photons k1T = k1T = 2 GeV. It
is seen at the LHC energy 5.02 TeV while the away-side correlation decreases by increasing the saturation scale, the near-side correlations defined via Eq. (2) almost disappears at all diﬀerent centralities
(corresponding to diﬀerent saturation scales). In Fig. 3, we also compare the correlation C2 at RHIC
and the LHC at fixed transverse momenta of di-photon k1T = k1T = 1 GeV with rapidities η1 = 1
and η2 = 3.5 in minimum-bias proton-nucleus collisions. It is interesting that at RHIC in stark contrast to the LHC, a ridge-like structure appears at low transverse momentum of the produced photons
0.2 < kT [GeV] < 3. The near-side collimation at RHIC survives up to rapidity interval Δη ≈ 3. It is
also seen in Fig. 3 that the prompt di-photon correlations at forward rapidities in the away side region
exhibit single or double peak structure depending on the kinematics. The double-peak structure is universal feature of Electromagnetic probes [9] and similar eﬀect was also reported for photon-hadron
[13] and dilepton-hadron [14] correlations in high-energy p+Pb collisions. This feature more clearly
shows up at RHIC energy [9, 13, 14].
To conclude: we showed that in high-energy collisions, prompt di-photon production exhibits
long-range correlations in quark-nucleus collisions at RHIC and the LHC albeit the physics of these
correlations is significantly diﬀerent than that of di-hadron correlations discussed previously [2–6] in
the CGC framework. In particular, the correlations decrease for moderate rapidity separation between
the two photons about Δη ≈ 1 ÷ 3. We found that di-photon correlations defined via Eq. (2) exhibits
ridge-like structure at low transverse momenta in p+A collisions at RHIC while this eﬀect disappears in p+A collisions at the LHC 5.02 TeV. We showed that away-side di-photon de-correlations
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by increasing the saturation scale is somehow similar to the di-hadron de-correlations observed at the
RHIC [15], see also Ref. [16]. However, di-photon correlations can exhibit double-peak structure at
away-side which is an unique feature of Electromagnetic probes [9, 13, 14].
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